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Observation of Relativistic and Charge-Displacement Self-Channeling of Intense
Subpicosecond Ultraviolet (248 nm) Radiation in Plasmas

A. B. Borisov,.'1 A. V. Borovskiy,( 2) V. V. Korobkin,( 2' A. M. Prokhorov,( t 0. B. Shiryaev,.''
X. M. Shi, ( " T. S. Luk, (3 ) A. McPherson, ( " J. C. Solem, (4) K. Boyer, 1 3) and C. K. Rhodes ( 1

"'Lahorator for Computer ,Simulation. Research Computer Center. Moscow State Universit'. Moscow. 1/9899. Russia
12 General Phtsics Institute. .lcadem.r of Sciences of Russia. Moscow. 117942. Russia

")Department of Phy-sics, t 'nirersit. of Illinois at Chicago. Chicago. Illinois 60680
4 1Theoretical Division. Los A/amos National Iahoratorv. Los .-Iamos. Vew Mexico 87545

(Received 13 November 1991 )

Experimental studies examining a new relativistic regime of high-intensity short-pulse propagation in
plasmas have been performed which present evidence for the formation of a stable mode of spatially
confined (channeled) propagation. For an electron density of -1.35x 102' cm - and a power of
-3x 10l1 W, the results indicate a channel radius < I pm and a peak intensity -10,9 W/cm2. Com-
parison of these findings with a dynamical theory yields agreement for both the longitudinal structure
and the radial extent of the propagation observed.

PACS numbers: 52.40.)h, 4 2.25.- p. 42.65.Jx

A fundamentally new regime of electromagnetic propa- in reflection as spectral filters (F) for the diffracted laser
gation is expected to arise in plasmas for short-pulse radi- radiation so that only the scattered 248-nm radiation
ation at sufficiently high intensity. Calculations of the could illuminate the screen. An attenuator A was em-
propagation in plasmas, incorporating both relativistic ployed to adjust the intensity on the screen and the im-
[1,21 and charge-displacement mechanisms [3-71, indi- ages formed were recorded through the visible fluores-
cate that the combined action of these processes can lead
to a new stable form of spatially confined (channeled)
propagation. This Letter (I) reports the results of the L1 F/7 Gas Cell (

first experimental study probing the physical regime I
relevant to the observation of relativistic and charge- F S

displacement self-channeling and (2) presents the initial /
comparison of these experimental findings with matching
theoretical calculations performed with the computation- KrF Laser

Al procedures described in Ref. [7]. 150 mJ
The experimental arrangement used in these studies is 500 fs

illustrated in Fig. I(a). The source of radiation was a 125 =_. 200 20 14m
subpicosecond KrF* (. =248 nm) laser that has been de- -.A (20
scribed elsewhere [81. It delivered a linearly polarized " (b)
power of -3x 10'' W (- 150 mJ, pulse duration -500 t 100
fs) in a beam with a diameter of -42 mm. When this Propagation

radiation was focused into the chamber with lens L I 1- 75 Diecio

([/7), a focal radius ro-3.5 pm was measured, giving a ,

maximum intensity !o-8.6x 1017 W/cm 2. The medium 50'
was provided by filling the chamber statically with gas 5021

[He. Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, N2, CO 2, or a mixture of Xe (4%) "n
and N, (96%)] up to a maximum density of -1.89xl0 20  25
cmbackground lvel

The diffracted 248-nm radiation was measured as a b .ag

function of the angle (0) with respect to the direction of 0 300 600 900 1200 1500 1800 2100 2400 2700

the incident radiation. The incident laser beam was Axial Distance z (ptm)
blocked by a metal disk on the output window of ie
chamber and lens L 2 imaged the region near the focal FIG. I. (a) Experimental apparatus used in studies of propa-
zone on a fluorescent screen S. The diaphragm D in front gation. See text for description. (b) Data concerning the pat-

of lens L 2 restricted the collection of the diffracted light tern of propagation observed with a single pulse in N2 at a den-
sity of - 1.35 x 10-2 cm -'. The maximum intensity is half theto a solid angle of 50 while simultaneously increasing detector (CCD) saturation. The radiation is incident from the

the depth of field. The angle between the axis of the lens left. Inset: Photographic data with a vertical spatial resolution
L2 and the axis of the incoming laser radiation could be of -10 pm. The graph illustrates the one-dimensional axial
readily varied up to a maximum angle of 0- 15. Two profile taken along the direction of propagation () of the pho-
fiat mirrors coated for high reflection (-99%) at 248 tographic data (inset). The spacing of the maxima, 6200
nm, both having a spectral bandwidth of - 10 nm, served ± 20 pm, is indicated.
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cence produced with a microscope and a charge-coupled- polarizabilities of the remaining Is electrons are low, and
device (CCD) camera. (i) the electron density (n,.) initially produced in the fo-

The characteristic behavior observed is well illustrated cal region is nearly uniform. Therefore, n,. = 1.35 X 1021
by the data recorded with N,. The measured result, cm - for the data on N2 shown in Fig. I(b).
shown in Fig. I(b), corresponds to a density PN,- 1.35 A critical power P,, for self-channeling, arising from
x 102 ( cm -'. To the left, in the photographic inset, a rel- the relativistic and charge-displacement mechanism, can
atively large cone of light Rayleigh scattered from the be defined [ill as
plasma is visible at all angles as the energy propagates to-
ward the focal point of the lens, while, in the region to the Pr(O, e 'l e 2)  go(r)rdr(wo/w,.) -

right of the conical apex, a narrow filament developed. 1.62x 10 .(nrln,.)W, (I)
The diameter of this filament is not greater than 10 um,
the measured spatial resolution of the imaging system. where r,., e, and c have their customary identifications. (o
The distribution of intensity observed along the filament is the laser angular frequency, (o.() is the plasma frequen-
exhibited several bright features attributed to diffraction cy for the uniform unperturbed plasma with electron den-
because they could not be seen for 0 > 20'. Since the sity n,., ncr is the critical electron density (for X =248 nm.

axis of the imaging lens corresponded to an angle nr= 1.82x 1022 cm- 3), and go(r) is the Townes mode
0=7.5

, the scale along the abscissa of the photographic [12].
data is reduced by almost eightfold, giving the maximum The critical powers associated with the experimental
length of the filament as - I mm. The graph in Fig. I(b) conditions, for He and N, at a medium density
represents a one-dimensional axial profile, taken along p=l.35x 1020 cm _ , are 1.08x 1012 and 2.19x 1011 W,
the direction of propagation (), of the observed intensity respectively. Therefore, since the incident power was
pattern (inset). Three peaks (a,Ly) are visible with a a P:-3x 1011 W, no filament was expected in He, a predic-
spatial separation of 3 - 200 ± 20 pm. The normal Ray- tion conforming with the observation of none. Moreover,
leigh range for the focal geometry used was -200 jm. the diffracted cone of radiation was also absent with He.

The diameter of the filamentary channel is an impor- In contrast, P/Pcr1.37 for N,, a condition that held
tant dynamical variable, which we estimated by measur- generally (PIPr> I ) for all materials which exhibited
ing the maximum angular deviation of the diffracted evidence for channel formation. We note, however, that
light. The experimental value 0 of this diffracted cone some contribution from the Kerr effect may be present,
was 0-20', a magnitude indicating a radius r,-0.9 pm even for the light materials (Ne, N,, and CO 2), in the
though the relation 0 - 1.22X/r,. Filaments of this gen- early stage of channel formation prior to the development
eral nature were observed at densities above - 1.35 x 102() of a substantial level of ionization, and that the heavier
cm in N,, Ne, Ar, Kr, CO,, and a mixture of Xe (4%) gases (Ar, Kr, and Xe) may involve a more significant
and N2 (96%), but not in He and Xe, two materials dis- influence from the Kerr process. A specific estimate of
cussed further below. the nonlinear index change arising from both N'+ and

Two mechanisms exist that could modify the refractive N 6+ at an intensity of - 1019 W/cm 2 indicates that their
index of the medium and lead to the observed behavior, contribution is less than 10 -3 that of the free electrons:
They are (I) the Kerr effect stemming from the ions and hence the ionic contribution can be neglected in N, for
(2) the relativistic and charge-displacement process [7]. the conditions studied.
Since the pulse duration is very short (-500 fs), the A direct comparison will now be made between the
motion of the ions is negligible [3), and no contribution theoretical analysis, fully described in Ref. [71, and the
can arise from expulsion of the plasma from the high- experimental findings for N2 . This comparison can be ac-
intensity zone. An implication of the estimate of the complished for both the longitudinal intensity profile and
channel radius (r,-0.9 pm) is that the observed propa- the radial extent of the channel. Figure 2(a) illustrates
gation is associated with intensities in the 10'"-10' the intensity profile l(r,:)/Io calculated with physical pa-
W/cm2 range. Under these conditions, available experi- rameters corresponding to those of the experiment (i.e.,
mental evidence [9,10] on multiphoton ionization indi- P-3xlO"l W, ro-3.5 pum, n,,.l.35xlO21 cm - ', and
cates that He should be fully ionized and the C, N. and 0 P/P,, - 1.37). Importantly, all of these parameters are
atoms constituting the molecular materials would retain, based on independent measurements of (I) the laser pulse
at most, only Is electrons. involving determinations of the energy and power (P),

Consider explicitly the case of N,, which has estimated (2) the focal radius (ro) of the incident radiation, and (3)
[9.101 threshold intensities for the production of N5 , the characteristics of the multiphoton ionization [101 gen-
N6+ , and N 7+ of 1.6x 10" ' , 6.4x 10", and 1.3x 101" erating the electron density (n,.). Therefore, thiscompar-
W/cm 2, respectively. Hence, the volume of the channel ison does not involve a fit with a free parameter. The
would be largely ionized to N 5+

. with certain localized normalized electron density calculated is presented in
high-intensity regions contributing some N' + . Two Fig. 2(b), from which it is seen that electronic cavitation
consequences of this pattern of ionization follow, namely, occurs only near the positions of the maxima in the inten-
(i) the Kerr effect arising from the ions is small, since the sity profile [Fig. 2(a)]. Curve A in Fig. 2(c) represents
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(a) .20 ) the one-dimensional axial intensity profile I(0,.:)/Io cor-
responding to the calculated distribution shown in Fig.
2(a). The spacing (8) of the maxima is seen to be

- -185 pim, a value in close agreement with the experi-
mental figure (t=200± 20 pm) illustrated in Fig. I(b).
Furthermore, analysis has shown that the spacing 5 is

PP , quite sensitive to the power PO and electron density n,.
particularly in the region close to the threshold [see Eq.
()1. With respect to the results illustrated in Fig. 2(c).
an increase in n, by less than 5% causes a reduction in
the spacing 5 by approximately 25%. Therefore, substan-
tial changes in the physical parameters would grossly
alter the comparison of the experimental and theoretical
results.

Theoretical studies (3-7,11] indicate that the charge
i. ,displacement plays a very important dynamical role. In

. order to test this hypothesis, identical calculations were
made for N, for the purely relativistic case 121 which ex-

V plicitly neglects the charge-displacement term, namely,
/ . elimination of the term (c 2/oor )At (I + IlIr) 1/. in Eq.

(24) of Ref. [7]. Significantly, the resulting axial profile
0 [curve B in Fig. 2(c) exhibits only a single relatively

weak maximum, for 0:S z : 600 pm, an outcome sharply
at variance with both the full theoretical analysis and the
experimental observation. Although the expected charge
displacement is highly localized (Fig. 2(b)], this compar-

b 185 tison reveals the strong influence it has on the propagation
(c)- ' 13,7,111. At a greater incident power (P/Pr 10), a

continuous channel in the electron distribution is expect-
ed to develop [7].

A The measurements indicated an approximate value of
r(I - r,0.9 um for the radial extent of the channel, a result

that can be compared with the corresponding theoretical
figure. Figure 2(d) illustrates five radial intensity profiles

0 I(r,:i)I of the distribution pictured in Fig. 2(a). Since
the measurement of this angularly scattered radiation did

1not correspond to a known longitudinal position, this
comparison can only be qualitative, but the radial distri-

T rI T T r T T TT r TT r =r -T I t 1

I )0 200 M0 400 500 600 butions shown indicate that the expected value lies in the

Axial Distance z (4ri) interval 0.5 - r - 1.0 pm, a range that comfortably in-
cludes the experimental value r.

(d) I< The results observed with Xe deserve additional discus-
sion, since those experiments did not give evidence for the
formation of a channel. In significant contrast to the case

/,. involving N,. the electron density n,. produced by the
multiphoton ionization [101 in Xe is expected to be very

I)

1IG. 2. Calculations for N, with P-3x 10'' W, r0 -3.5 pm.
4 n,.-l.35 xl 0-' cm-'. and !o-8.6x 1017 W/cm 2. (a) Normal-

A i/ed intensity I(r.: )/I. (b) Normali/ed electron density
N(r.:)/No for N, with NA-n,. (c) Normali/ed one-dimen-

7 . sional axial intensity profiles 1(O,: )/I,. Curve .. full theory for
data in panel (a). 6-185 jim. Curve B. calculation with

- .. T I T 11i charge-displacement term neglected. (d) Normalized radial in-
K K K IK (I K 3 .tensity profiles I(r.:, )/IO corresponding to panel (a). Longitu-

dinal positions :1 -172 pm. :2245 pm. : ,359 jim. :4-441
Ra(ial l)istanrce r(jirn) pm. and :s-559 pm and r,-0.9 pm.
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